FORTY     THOUSAND      AGAINST      THE      ARCTIC
You have acquired a great proficiency in practical engineer-
ing. Do some theoretical work and you can secure more
interesting and also more remunerative posts. There lies
your chance to reach a higher intellectual and cultural
level.'
'How can I go to the technical high school, since I cannot
afford nine months' preparatory study, when there is no
chance to earn, enough money for my mother and child?'
'That I can arrange. We have a preparatory school now.
I can get you a scholarship, You will have your uniform,
which will save you from buying clothes. A room will be
provided where your child can live with you. Food and
books arc, of course, free and, if you will sign a contract with
us that you will work in our organization after you complete
your studies, we can give you a monthly allowance of
250 roubles.'
'That would be enough', she  agreed.     CI  could send
200 to the old woman in Samara and 50 ought to suffice
as pocket money.    I suppose I could do some odd jobs
occasionally, or earn premiums for good work, couldn't I?*
'Probably you could.   At any rate, once you have passed
your preliminary exam, and are admitted to the technical
high school you are secured for six years until you get your
diploma.   Of course, your colleagues will have their whole
stipendia money for themselves, whereas you send most of
it to your mother.   I do not want to discourage you from
doing that, although I feel that she could probably live on her
pension.   Buf If you are keen on the work and eager to get
ahead in life, you should not mind having to restrict your
budget a little during a transitory period.'
'Well, that is a possibility. I'll have to work out a decent
plan for my life. Let me think it over. I was getting all
mixed up the last few weeks, when I saw that you would not
give me a chance up North. I'll give you my reply in a few
days. So long.3
No 'Thank you', and Shevelyov did not seem to expect
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